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Fiber-optic cables can carry hundreds of telephone conversations ＿

＿. (05/6)A) homogeneously B) spontaneously C) simultaneously

D) ingeniously2. Nothing Helen says is ever ________. She always

thinks carefully before she speaks. (05/1)A) simultaneous B)

homogenous C) spontaneous D) rigorous3. When supply exceeds

demand for any product, prices are _______ to fall. (02/12)A)

timely B) simultaneous C) subject D) liable4. Fiber-optic cables can

carry hundreds of telephone conversations ______.

(00/6)A)simultaneously B) spontaneously C)homogeneously D)

contemporarily 5. In the past ten years skyscrapers have developed

______ in Chicago and New York City. (99/1)A) homogeneously

B) simultaneously C) spontaneously D) harmoniously6. Although

most dreams apparently happen __________, dream activity may be

provoked by external influences. (97/1)A) spontaneously B)

simultaneously C) homogeneously D) instantaneouslyDivert(4次)1.

One of the examination questions____ me completely and I couldn

’t answer it. (03/12)A) baffled B) mingled C) provoked D)

diverted2. The sign set up by the road ____ drivers to a sharp

turn.(03/12)A) alerts B) refreshes C) pleads D) diverts3. When the

farmers visited the city for the first time, they were ________ by its

complicated traffic system. (01/6)A)evoked B)bewildered

C)diverted D)undermined 4. Many tourists were _______ by the



citys complicated traffic system. (98/6)A) degraded B) bewildered

C) evoked D) divertedDwell(4次)1. Too often Dr. Johnson’s

lectures ＿＿＿how to protect the doctor rather than how to cure

the patient. (05/6)A) look to B) dwell on C) permeate into D) shrug

off2. Elisabeth did not enter the museum at once, but ________ in

the courtyard. (04/6)A) resided B) dwelled C) lingered D) delayed3.

She had recently left a job and had helped herself to copies of the

companys client data, which she intended to _______ in starting her

own business. (02/12)A) dwell on B) come upon C) base on D)

draw upon4. Please don’t ________ too much on the painful

memories. Everything will be all right. (01/6)A)hesitate B)linger

C)retain D)dwell Depress(3次)1. Some scientists are dubious of the

claim that organisms ________ with age as an inevitable outcome of

living. (05/1)A) depress B) default C) deteriorate D) degrade2. Their

claims to damages have not been convincingly

________.(01/6)A)refuted B)overwhelmed C)depressed

D)intimidated 3. For years now, the people of that faraway country

have been cruelly ______ by a dictator. (00/6)A) depressed B)

immersed C) oppressed D) cursedDenial(2次)1. In those days,

executives expected to spend most of their lives in the same firm and,

unless they were dismissed for _______, to retire at the age of 65.

(02/12)A) integrity B) denial C) incompetence D) deduction2.

Failure in a required subject may result in the ______ of a diploma.

(01/6)A)refusal B)betrayal C)denial D)burial 100Test 下载频道开
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